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THE JANTZEN FILTRATION
OF A CERTAIN CLASS OF VERMA MODULES

JONG-MIN KU

ABSTRACT. Let G = N+ © H © JV_ be a Kac-Moody Lie algebra. For

each M in the category 0 of G-modules, there is a filtration (M¿)¿>0 by G-

submodules of M naturally associated with the set {v € M\N+v = 0}. If G

is symmetrizable and M is a Verma module, M¿ = M1 for all i if and only

if [M : L(p)] = dimHomG(M(^),Ai) for all p 6 H* where (Af')i>0 is the
Jantzen filtration of M. The main tools used are the nondegenerate form on

each Ml/Ml+l together with the T-operator of G.

1. Introduction. Let G be a Kac-Moody Lie algebra over a field 4> of charac-

teristic zero. Fix a Cartan subalgebra H of G. Let {ai,..., an} be a simple root

system of G with e\,..., en, hx,. ■., hn,..., /i,..., /„ as the corresponding canon-

ical generators. As usual, G = N+ © H © A_ is a direct sum of subalgebras where

N+ (resp. N-) is the subalgebra of G generated by ei,...,en (resp. /i,..., fn)-

For a Lie algebra B, let U(B) be the universal enveloping algebra of B and denote

by U(B)° its augmentation ideal.

Let 0 be the category of G-modules as defined in [1]. For each G-module M G 0,

one defines a natural filtration M D Mq D M\ d M2 D ■ ■ ■ by G-submodules of M

as follows:

DEFINITION 1.1. For a G-module M G 0, E0(M) - {x G M\ax - 0 Vi =

l,...,n}. Inductively, for fc = 1,2,..., Ek(M) = U(N-)°Ek-1(M)nE0(M). Then

M*, = U(N_)Ek(M) for all fc = 0,1,2,....

The interest of the above filtration lies in a conjecture of Jantzen which states

that M(X)i C M(\)i for all i = 0,1,2,..., where M(X) is the Verma module

of highest weight A € H* and M(X) = M(X)° D M(X)1 D M(X)2 d • • • is the
Jantzen filtration of M(X). The original conjecture (cf. [2]) is stated only for finite-

dimensional semisimple Lie algebras. Here we have generalized it to all Kac-Moody

Lie algebras. Presumably, it is not known in general how this conjecture should be

properly attacked.

The purpose of this paper is to study the conjecture for a certain class of Verma

modules. It turns out that the class of Verma modules considered here can be

characterized by the coincidence of the two nitrations. To state the result, for a

G-module M G 0, denote by [M : L(p)} the multiplicity of L(p) in M where, for

p G H*, L(p) is the irreducible quotient of M(p).

THEOREM 1.2. Let G be symmetrizable and X G H*. Then M(A)» = M(X)1

for all i = 0,1,2,... if and only if [M(X) : L(p)] = dim Home(M(p), M(A)) for all
pGH*.
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One direction of the proof of Theorem 1.2 uses the nondegenerate form on each

M(Xy/M(X)l+1 associated with the construction of the Jantzen filtration. The

other direction calls for the generalized Casimir operator, available only when G is

symmetrizable.

There is a rather interesting corollary to the proof of Theorem 1.2 which provides

a possible inductive argument for the Jantzen conjecture:

COROLLARY 1.3. Let X G H*. Suppose M(X)i C M(X)1 for some i > 0.

If [M(X)l/M(X)l : L(p)} = 0 for all p G H* such that El+1(M(X)) n M(X)U ¿

Ei+2(M(X)) n M(A)M, then M(X)i+1 C M(X)i+l. Here M(X)ß is the p-weight

space of M(X).

The condition as required by the corollary seems hard to come by at this point.

However, it would not be too surprising to see that it fits in many interesting cases.

Not only does Theorem 1.2 imply the heredity of the Jantzen filtration for em-

beddings of Verma modules of this sort, but also our method applies to the relative

filtration (the filtration for quotients of Verma modules) to yield an analogous re-

sult. From these, one easily deduces the heredity along this line as well.

2. The nondegenerate form on M(X)l/M(X)l+1. In this section, we briefly

recall the construction of the Jantzen filtration of Verma modules and prove a useful

lemma using the associated nondegenerate form on each M(X)l/M(X)l+1.

Let a be the unique involutive antiautomorphism of U(G) satisfying cr(e¿) = /¿,

o-(fi) = e%, i = 1,...,n, and a\n — id. Following [5], let A be the Shapovalov

form on U(G) i.e., A(x,y) = pr(o(x)y) Vz, y G U(G), where pr: [/(G) -» U(H) is

the projection map parallel to the second summand of the decomposition U(G) =

U(H) © (A_[/(G) + U(G)N+). For each A G H*, the form A followed by the
evaluation at A (under the natural identification H <-> H**) defines a symmetric

bilinear form A\ on the Verma module M(X).

Fix an element p G H* satisfying p(ht) = 1 Vi = 1,... ,n. Consider the polyno-

mial ring <p\i\ over cf> on one indeterminate t. Let B+ — N+ © H. For each A G H*,

let <¡>[t\\ = 4>[t] (as a set) be the S+-module defined by the action N+ ■ f(t) = 0 and

h ■ f(t) = X(h)f(t) + p(h)tf(_t) V/(i) G #]. Let 37(A) = U(G) ®u{B+) cb\t]x be the
induced module. Note that M(X) is naturally a (U(G), 0[i])-bimodule. By a trivial

extension of the form A on U(G), one defines in the same manner a (U(H) ® <j>[t])-

valued form A on U(G) ® 4>[i\. Followed by "the evaluation at A + tp", one likewise

obtains a cj>[t]-valued symmetric bilinear form A\ on each M(X). Note that

Ax(x ■ f(t),y) =Ax(x,y ■ f(t)) = f(t)Ax(x,y)       Vx,yeÄ7(A).

Now one obtains for M(X) a filtration M(X) = M(X)° D M(X)1 D M(X)2 D ■ ■ •

by ([/(G), 0[i])-bimodules by setting

M(Xy = {xG M(X)\~Äx(x, y) G í>[í] Vy G 37(A)},        i = 0,1,2,....

Using the G-epimorphism n: M(X) —> M(X) given by t —> 0, one obtains for M(X)

theJantzen filtration M(X) = M(X)° D M(X)1 D M(X)2 D■ ■ ■ by letting M(X)1 =

7t(M(XY),i = 0,l,2,....

For each i — 0,1,2,..., there is a symmetric bilinear form Ax on M(X)% defined

by Ax(x,y) = {Ax(x,y)t~l}\t=o Vz,y G M(X)1. It can be shown that the radical
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of the form A\ is given by M(A)1 if i = 0 and M(A)*"1 • t + M(X)l+1 for i > 1.
Consequently, each M(X)Z inherits a symmetric bilinear form A\ whose radical is

just M(X)t+1. To summarize, we have

PROPOSITION 2.1. For each i = 0,1,2,..., M(X){ possesses a symmetric bi-

linear form A\ satisfying the following properties:

(a) A\(ux,y) = A\(x,a(u)y) Vx,y G M(Xy, u G U(G).

(b) A\(M(X)\_(i,M(A)l_J =0ifp¿v,p,vGH\

(c) M(X)l+1 is the radical of A\.

PROOF, (a) and (b) are clear from the construction, (c) can be found in [2].

Conceivably, the existence of these forms A\ is not very demonstrative for the

determination of the Jantzen filtration, since, in general, M(X)1 has quite a few

submodules with respect to which the quotient possesses a nondegenerate form

of the same sort. Nevertheless, they can still be effectively used to get useful

information under certain specialized circumstances. One such circumstance can

be found in the following lemma:

LEMMA 2.2. Let X G H*. Let i > 0, p G H* satisfy [M(X)1 : L(p)} =
dimrlomG(M(p),M(X)1). Then £,(M(A)% C M(X)l+1. (Here E1(M(X)l)fÀ is

the p-weight space of Ei(M(X)z), considered as an H-module.)

PROOF. Let M(Xy = N0 D Ni d ■ ■ ■ D Np = {0} be a local composition series

of M(X)1 at p (cf. [1] for the definition). Put A = {j\Nj/Nj+x is irreducible} and

B = {j G A\Nj/Nj+x — L(p)}. For each j G A, pick a highest weight vector Vj +

Nj+1 of Nj/Nj+x- Since we assume [M(A)¿ : L(p)\ = dimHomG(M(/¿),M(A)¿),

each Vj can be chosen from Eq(M(X))¡j, if j G B.

Let y G (M(X)%))1. By the nature of the above local composition series, there

exist Uj G U(N-), j G A, such that y — YljeAuJvJ- Let x G £i(M(A)%. If

j G A — B, Uj G U(N-)°, and we have A\(x,UjVj) — A\(a(uj)x,Vj) = 0, since

N+x = 0. On the other hand, j G B implies u3 is a constant and we also have

A\(x, u0Vj) = 0, since N+Vj = 0 and x G Ex(M(X)l)u C U(N-)°E0(M(Xy). From

these we get A\(x,y) = 0 for all y G (M(X)l)u. By 2.1, x G radA\ = M(X)l+1.

This proves the lemma.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.2. We now prove Theorem 1.2 as stated in the intro-

duction. For p,v G H*, v > p means v — pis a nonnegative integral combination

of Qj's.

Proof of Theorem 1.2. First suppose M(xy = M(X)t for all i > 0. Fix
p G H*. For each i > 0 and v G H*, put Si(v) = U(N-)E0(M(X)i)l/. Clearly,

M(X)1 — M(X)i — YlveH- Sii11) for all i. Hence M(A)»/M(A)»+i is a homomorphic

image of ®V&H. Si(v)/(&ueH. Si+i(v), and we have

[M(X)i/M(X)i+x : L(p)} <  J2 [«¡M/^+lM : ¿0*)]    for all i > 0.
veH*
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Case 1. [Sl(v)/Si+i(i') : L(p)} = 0 for all i > 0 and v ^ p. In this case,

\M(X) : L(p)\ = Y}M(X)t/M(X)l+l : L(p)} < ^^(p) / Sl+l(p) : L(p)}
¿>0 i>0

= £([$0*) : L(p)} - [Sl+1(p) : L(p)}) = [S0(u) : L(p)\
¿>o

= dimE0(M(X))ß = dimHomG(M(p), M(X)).

The result is clear since the reverse inequality always holds.

Case 2. There exists i > 0 and v > p such that [S¿(zy)/S¿+i(zv) : L(p)\ ^ 0. We

show that this case cannot happen.

Under the above assumption, it is easy to see that there exists x G Er,(M(X)i)l/

such that [U(G)x/U(G)x O M(A)i+1 : L(p)} £ 0. Let u G U(N_)ß_„ satisfy
ux ^ M(A)¿_(-i and U(G)ux/N = L(p) where A is a maximal submodule of

U(G)ux. Note that a(u')ux = 0 for all u' G i/(A_)M_„, since x ^ N. Let y G

(M(Xy)ß. Since M(X)1 = M(X),, y G U(N_)EZ(M(X)). Let y = ¿ZjUjXj where

Xj G El(M(X))Uj, Uj G [/(A_). If Vj < v, A\(ujXj,ux) - A\(a(u)ujXj,x) = 0,

since N+Xj = 0. On the other hand, A\(ujx3,ux) = A\(xj,o(uj)ux) — 0 if

Vj > v since a(uj)ux = 0. This implies A\(y,ux) — 0 My G (M(X)l)fl. Hence

ux G rad A\ = M(X)l+l = M(A)¿+i, a contradiction. So this case can not happen.

This proves that [M(X) : L(p)\ = dimHomG(M(/i),M(A)) for all p G H*.

Conversely, let us suppose [M(A) : L(p)] = dimHomo(M(p),M(X)) for all p G

H*. It is easy to see that this assumption implies that

[A : L(p)\ = dimHomG(M(p), N)

for all submodules N of M(X). In particular, if x G Ei(M(X))„ for some v G H*,

U(G)x n M(X)i+i is either equal to U(G)x or equal to the maximal submodule of

U(G)x according as x G E¿+i(M(A))„ or not.

Using Lemma 2.2 inductively, one easily obtains M(A)¿ c M(X)1 for all i > 0. To

prove the result by contradiction, let j be the smallest integer satisfying M(X)j ^

M(Xy. Clearly j > 1. Let x G M(Xy - M(X)j.
As previously defined, M(A)-3"1 = M(X)j-i = X^6.fí- •Sj-ií1')- Since M(X)J C

M(Xy~l, x = YlveH' x" where xu G Sj-\(u). Now, by an earlier comment,

Sj~\(v)C\Mj(X) contains the maximal submodule of each U(G)y, y G Ej-i(M(X))u.

In other words, Sj-i(u)/Sj-i(u) D M(X)j is isomorphic to a direct sum of L(z/)'s.

So, if uq is a maximal element in H* such that xVo £ M(X)j (such a vq exists since

x £ M(X)j), it is easy to see that {U(G)xC]Ej-i(M(X))Vo} - M(X)3 is not empty.

Thus we may as well assume that x G £,J_i(M(A))1/0 — M(X)j. In particular,

xiU(N-)°M(X)j-l.

Since x G M(X)3, there exists x(t) G M(Xy such that 7r(a:(z;)) = x. Let A be

the set of positive roots of G. For each a G A, let {e^e^,...} be a basis for

the root space GQ. Since x G Ej~i(M(X)) C Eo(M(X)), N+x = 0. This implies

that N+x(t) G M(X)t. So we may write e^x(zj) = x\ ® t (mod37(A)i2). Since

x(t) G 37(A)'', xla G M(Xy~1 for all a, i.

We now recall the operator Q = J2aeA ¿~2ie-aea where {el_a,e2_a,...} is the

dual basis of {e¿, e\,...} in G_Q relative to an invariant bilinear form, as we assume

G is symmetrizable.   It is known that il acts on M(X)X-U — U(N-)_U <g) <f>\t\ as
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the scalar (u,p)t for all v G H* such that EQ(M(X))X-uj£ {0} (cf. [3]). Thus

n • x(t) = (X - vQ,p)x(t)t = £QeA Y.i e-axl ® t (mod M(X)t2). This implies

that (A - ua,p)x = EaEAE^'-a^- Note that (A - i/0,p) / 0 since v0 ^ A.

Hence x G Í/(A_)°M(A)J-1 = U(N-)°M(X)j-U a contradiction. This proves

M(Xy = M(X)i for all i > 0.

The proof of the theorem is complete.

REMARK 3.1. For nonsymmetrizable Kac-Moody Lie algebras, M(A)¿ = M(X)1

Vt > 0 => [M(X) : L(p)] = dimHomG(M(/x),M(A)) V/i e H* and [M(A) : L(p)} =
dimHomG(M(/x),M(A)) Mp G H" =► M(A)¿ Ç M(A)¿ Vi > 0.

As one can see now, Corollary 1.3 may be proved using the same technique.

Another immediate consequence is the following corollary concerning the heredity

of the Jantzen filtration for embeddings.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let G be symmetrizable, X G H*. Suppose [M(X) : L(p)} =

dimHomG(M(p),M(A)) for allpGH*. IfvGEi(M(X))ll-Ei+l(M(X))ßforsome
pGH*,i>0, andN = U(N^)v^M(p), then N = N f~lM(Xy D AnM(A)t+1 D

N n M(X)l+2 D ■ ■ ■ is the Jantzen filtration of N.

PROOF. This is evident from Theorem 1.2 since AnM(A)i+fc = jVnM(A)i+t =

Nk for all k.

REMARK 3.3. Following Jantzen [2], in general, it may be conjectured that

Corollary 3.2 holds for arbitrary Verma modules.

Since a complete analogue of Proposition 2.1 exists for the relative filtration, our

method also applies along this line. The result may be stated as follows (for the

construction of the relative filtration, consult with [2, 4]).

COROLLARY 3.4. Let G be symmetrizable, X G H*. Suppose a is a positive

real root of G and M(X — ka) can be embedded in M(X) for some k G N. Let

S = M(X — ka) be the embedding of M(X) defined by the Shapovalov element.

Then M(X)/S D M(X)1 + S/S D M(X)2 + S/S D ■ ■ ■ is the relative filtration of the
quotient M(X)/S, provided that

[M(X) :L(p)} =dimEomG(M(p),M(X))    VpGH*.

PROOF. Mimic the proof of Theorem 1.2 and use the fact that (M(X)/S)i =

M(X)i + S/S Vi > 0, under the assumption.

REMARK 3.5. Following Jantzen [2], in general, it may be conjectured that

Corollary 3.4 holds for arbitrary Verma modules.

REMARK 3.6. Known examples of Verma modules satisfying the assumption

of Theorem 1.2 are those associated with rank two Weyl groups and M(—p) over

Euclidean Lie algebras.
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